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Danica Lusk went on to say, “Patricia, I know that Paige coming back to this home has made you feel a little bit unfair, but Paige

is our own flesh and blood and must come back. I hope that you two sisters can live in harmony… Because you both mean a lot

to me.”

Patricia didn’t understand the meaning of her mother’s sudden words.

“Paige suffered a lot in the Tate family before, but now your third brother is so thoughtful that he takes her abroad. Don’t mind

things like this, those brothers used to take you out a lot.”

It turned out to be about this!

Patricia breathed a sigh of relief, and said with a smile, “Mom, why would I mind it? I’m not a narrow–minded person. Paige is so

good. Not only do other brothers like her, but I also like her… Don’t worry. We will be closer than sisters. No matter how long she

gets along with several brothers, I won’t mind. I’m glad to see our family getting along so well. Why would I mind?”

And at that point, in order to reassure Danica, Patricia deliberately said, “If Paige doesn’t like me, I’ll just get married earlier.”

After she finished speaking, she stuck out her tongue mischievously at Danica. Danica smiled, “You child…”

In the past few days, Danica had vaguely felt that Patricia seemed to be unhappy because of

Lamont taking Paige out, but now it turned out that she was thinking too much.

“Patricia was positive. I’m suspicious and misunderstood her,” thought Danica.

The other side.

The plane landed at Moon Villa, which was Lamont’s private residence, with dozens of acres of lawn, and looked very grand.

Nate received the location and came here early to wait. Seeing the plane stopping and Lamont carrying Yana down the stairs,

Nate hurried over there.

This was the first time Nate saw his younger sister sleeping so soundly and relaxed. They were hunted down by members of the

Ghost Alliance before, and they never had a good night’s sleep.

They lived in fear.

“I’ll do it.” Nate stretched out his hands.

Lamont didn’t hand Yana over to him. “She’s hurt, so I shouldn’t hand her over to you. Just let me hug her.”

Thinking that Yana was thinking about this guy before dying, Nate didn’t contradict Lamont. Nate then noticed that Martin got off

the plane with Paige in his arms. Seeing Paige’s injuries, Nate couldn’t help asking, “Are you okay?”

“Those are Medicine Men.”

Paige originally wanted to say that those people were not human beings at all, so injuries were inevitable.

When Nate heard it, he suddenly worried. “I heard from Yana that those people have been injected with various strange drugs

since they were young, and their physical functions have long been different from ordinary people… Are you seriously injured?

I’m sorry to involve you in this.”

He thought it was a safe place…

He didn’t expect the people from the Ghost Alliance to find the place so soon…

At that time, he wanted to go back to his country to shoot some videos, but he didn’t expect that group of people would take

advantage of it.

“Never mind. Yana and I only have superficial wounds. We will be fine after a few days.” Paige didn’t take it seriously.

But Nate took this kindness seriously, and said solemnly, “Paige, I owe you my life.”

He solemnly promised, “If there is anything I can do for you in the future, just ask. Even if it will take my life, I will do it for you.”

“You saved me once,” Paige emphasized, “I think we’re even.”

“But you rescued Yana twice, once when you carried her back to the castle, and once when you were sure to cure her poison.”

Paige was speechless, thinking it was funny that she didn’t even start to cure the poison but this guy thanked her in advance.

“If you have to calculate it so clearly, then we are not friends,” Paige said, and then looked at

Lamont again, “Let’s go in first.”

Lamont was also injured, and he was still holding Yana…

In the living room

Yana heard the movement and opened her eyes. Seeing Nate, she called “Brother” happily.

Nate saw her wounds, and his nose was sore. “It’s me who didn’t protect you well…”

Get Borus

They talked about what happened after they separated.

At this time, Martin told Paige the latest news. Paige said, “As we expected, a large number of people have already rushed this

way.”

They cut off nearly half of the Ghost Alliance’s power, and killers had already come to take their lives.

“There is a data packet, which contains evidence of the Ghost Alliance’s evils over the years, and I want to expose it,” Yana

suggested.

“But these people will use their power to cover up all of this. Maybe one second after we expose it,

these things will disappear without a trace.” This was also what Nate was worried about.

“Martin and I have made arrangements,” Paige said, “Lamont’s people will help us. let’s see who can last the longest.”

“Then in what capacity should we expose these things?” Nate asked again.

“Of course as the victims, but we don’t need to come forward in person.” Paige had already selected a person who was Yana’s

former confidant and was locked in the laboratory of the T3

Research Institute for more than a year of torment.

When she was rescued, there was only one breath left.

There was also a former teacher at the orphanage. At that time, everyone thought she was dead, but unexpectedly she was

rescued midway.

The two of them were the most suitable to speak out.

In addition, there were some people from abroad. Paige had already made arrangements. As long as their experiences were true

enough, they could arouse public outrage.

“Describe in their tone everything about the madness of the T3 Research Institute and the orphanage, then involve the Ghost

Alliance, and then expose their protective umbrella…”

Yana faintly felt that a war was about to start. “The reason why this organization is dreadful is not only because it has too many

branches, but also because it involves too many important people.

According to what I’ve learned, these important people are protected by Ghost Soldiers after taking over the Ghost Alliance. It is

said that Ghost Soldiers are an upgraded version of Dead Soldiers.”

The Dead Soldiers were strong enough to shock people, but there were Ghost Soldiers??

“Who is training these people?” Lamont asked.

“It is said to be the T3 Research Institute, but I have a vague feeling that it is not. It seems that behind the Ghost Alliance, there

is a larger and more powerful organization than the Ghost Alliance, which is silently manipulating all this.”

“What…” Lamont didn’t expect things to become so complicated.

“Also, the T3 Research Institute has secretly cultivated a lot of germs. I don’t know what is plotting behind the scenes. They

seem to obey the command of the headquarters, but they don’t completely obey the orders of the headquarters.”

“In short, roll with the punches.” Paige made a decisive decision. “Destroy as much as we can. We will win both at home and

abroad.”

“Right.” Everyone nodded.

Soon, shocking posts appeared on the Internet…

At the same time, behind the host who was broadcasting the news, what appeared was the news of the two victims.

All platforms were starting to expose all this…

The actions of the orphanage alone had caused an uproar, and the servers of all major platforms had been paralyzed dozens of

times.
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